
MH5 TM

Large Area Reel Mower

The Jacobsen MH5 tractor-mounted large area 
reel mower provides a unique, cost-effective 
alternative to traditional reel mowers. With the 
ability to mow, verticut or scalp down, the MH5 
turns your tractor into a versatile and efficient 
turf maintenance tool. Achieve excellent ground 
contour following and productivity with fully 
floating cutting units and a 135 in. width-of-cut. 
Each reel is hydraulically driven with enough 
power and ruggedness to handle even the 
toughest conditions. 

• Simple design for easy operation and maintenance.

• Individually hydraulically controlled reels allows operation 
of three, four or all five reels to maintain tight spaces or provide 
added power to each reel for especially tough jobs.  

• Maintain peak performance and lower oil temperature       
in even the hottest of climates with thermally actuated   
electric fan.  

 • Reel drive operates in forward for mowing or reverse for     
easy backlapping.

www.jacobsen.com

Drive: Hydraulically driven using tractor PTO (standard 
1.38” (3.5 cm) diameter, 6-spline, 540 RPM)

Mount: 
Three-point hitch

Horsepower Requirements: Minimum 40-hp (29.2 kW) 
tractor, 50 hp (36.7 kW) recommended

Reels: 
5-gang reel setup with 6 or 8-blade 7.8” (19.8 cm) 
diameter reels; verticut reels available

Height-of-Cut: .31” to 1.93” (.78 cm to 4.9 cm)

Width-of-Cut: 135” (343 cm)

Weight: 1,323 lbs. (600kg)
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Large Area Reel Mower

MH5 TM

Thermally actuated electric fan 
blows debris away from radiator. 

Hydraulically driven by standard PTO drive. 

Dual pump provides ample power    
to handle the toughest jobs.

Operates in reverse for easy 
on-board backlapping. 

Fold up outer cutting units 
to maintain tight areas or 
for transportation. 

Multiple cutting units options including 
6-blade, 8-blade and verticut reels. 

Cutting heads steer with the 
tractor eliminating potential 
turf damage. 

Full floating heads 
follow countours 
with ease. 

Extended oil life and lower oil 
temperature with large oil capicity. 


